Assignment: LEADING DISCUSSION

Student will sign up to lead the discussion on one-week worth of readings. In conversation with the professor, they will prepare a series of questions, potential slides of supplementary details, and issues or topoi that catalyze both productive and critical readings. Students are encouraged to bring contemporary conflicts/material regimes, as explored in their blogging, into these discussions as well as relating issues to past documents and artifacts.

I’ve attached a few questions (below) from an old seminar I participated in, to give you a better feel for what to prepare when leading discussion. (Do not feel obligated to read the attached article or links to Schulten, they are just in case the questions/abstract (below) makes you curious. I’m going to place a copy of this email as a pdf package on the website’s assignment page.)

LEADING DISCUSSION

The general idea is that in leading discussion you might start by simply noting when a piece or project was produced, what field the author comes from, and what they’re known for... just to place the texts/objects in the wider field of discourse and help your peers orient. (This is all just wikipedia level knowledge.)

Then, I expect you to offer a number of observations and questions that pull from the author’s claims or argument, inviting course conversation on their definition of terms, the structure of their argument or research design, who they seems to be arguing with or countering (precedent projects or types of design methodology), and what their perspective or position allows them to make visible or possible within that field.

Close readings of their graphics are encouraged.

In advance of the Tuesday you’ve signed up for, you will compose and email me your questions by early Sunday, so I can respond with suggestions by early Monday morning. Make either a pdf or ppt of the graphic examples/argument components you want to discuss. Bring a copy of your questions for each person in the seminar (print 9).

After class, you should post your slides on the website, pasting your questions into the same ‘portfolio document.’ Ask if you have questions about this process.
NOTES ON MY EXAMPLES

In as much as you may not know these materials, the following questions were developed to guide discussion of governmental mapping in J. B. Harley and Susan Schulten’s writings.


Harley's essay looked at the 'silences' in maps during the age of exploration, talking about how cartographic symbols, features, and standardization enabled the (graphic) erasure of the ‘other’ in advance of colonial control of territories. I have a number of problems with his argument. But, what’s useful to note is that Harley is one of the major geographic historians James Corner cites in "Agency of Mapping" and his other diagrammatic work. In some sense, this more general awareness of the constructedness and agency of basic maps should help in reading and questioning design drawings.

Schulten’s work examines the role geography played in forming a national, spatial imaginary (something still lingering in Waldheim/Berger's logistics). Her website will give a better abstract than I can here. Using graphic-focused cases, she explores mapping in early education, abolitionist arguments, and reconstruction-era census reform and record keeping. Because she is interested in talking about the development of governmental institutions and guidance mechanisms, her work is full of nascent social-science mappings, but lacks any mention of the corollary development of in mapping in the physical sciences. The website is a great, but partial introduction to the explosion of mapping and graphic arguments in the 19th century.

See below (for questions and Harley) as well as Schulten's argument at [http://www.mappingthenation.com](http://www.mappingthenation.com)
COMPARING HARLEY AND SCHULTEN:
1. Harley and Schulten make for an interesting combination. We can read their narratives sequentially, as two different cartographic moments, moving from an inquiry into sovereign-mercantile alliances to the arrival of bureaucratic bio-politics. But, we can also read them as foils of technique and method. How is Schulten continuing Harley’s project and how is her work doing something different?

2. ‘Empty’ space shows up in both works, as Harley ‘epistemic’ social silences and Schulten’s opening chapter on Willard’s classical, rhetorical techniques of memory. Is there any relationship between these two spaces? Do we buy Harley’s narrative of progressive scientific de-humanization and simple epistemic inertia? What do these two approaches to abstraction say about both authorial method and notions of modernity/modernization?

SCHULTEN’S EMPIRICAL ARGUMENTS:
3. Schulten draws from Charles Maier’s characterization of a twentieth-century (circa 1860s to 1970s) obsession with national territory, pushing that trajectory back: from the pedagogical exercises of the 1830s through administrative and archival bodies of the 1870s. How much do we think her book succeeds in being a book about governmentality or Maier-esque territoriality?

4. At the beginning of her book, Schulten states that her study is in part an exploration about what maps say about the state and governance. What, then, do the 5th Chapter’s Census’ maps of abstract administration say about the U.S. during the Reconstruction Era? Does Schulten offer anything new to the political and institutional historiography of the period?

SCHULTEN’S PROJECT DESIGN:
5. An array of segregations structure Schulten’s large project: a) comparative, serial mappings of the past are split from comparative, statistical mappings of governance, b) thematic maps are extracted from their binding tables and charts (see http://www.handsomeatlas.com), c) statistical, environmental and historical comparison are extracted from co-evolving descriptive graphics, and d) in Schulten’s writing, U.S. cartographic institutions and continental space are only lightly peppered with European exchanges or international, oceanographic projects. How do these strategies effect how coherent ‘thematic’ mapping appears? What modes of contemporary engagement and disciplinary address are promoted by these gaps? Were there particular documents or peripheral episodes, which seemed to transgress or contest such segregations?

6. Schulten’s use of topical ‘problematization,’ implies a notion of intensive temporality that, as the website makes explicit, is often at odds with simple chronology and can overstate technical or disciplinary consolidation. How does having multiple formats or interfaces available effect how we follow her theses?
Silences and Secrecy: the Hidden Agenda of Cartography in Early Modern Europe

By J. B. Harley

‘On a visit to Leningrad some years ago I consulted a map to find out where I was, but I could not make it out. From where I stood, I could see several enormous churches, yet there was no trace of them on my map. When finally an interpreter came to help me, he said: “We don’t show churches on our maps.” Contradicting him, I pointed to one that was very clearly marked. “That is a museum,” he said, “not what we call a ‘living church.’ It is only ‘living churches’ we don’t show.”

It then occurred to me that this was not the first time I had been given a map which failed to show many things I could see right in front of my eyes. All through school and university I had been given maps of life and knowledge on which there was hardly a trace of many of the things that I most cared about and that seemed to me to be of the greatest possible importance to the conduct of my life. I remembered that for many years my perplexity had been complete; and no interpreter had come along to help me. It remained complete until I ceased to suspect the sanity of my perceptions and began, instead, to suspect the soundness of the maps.’


Introduction

The present paper picks up a theme explored more fully in the context of the ideological dimensions of cartography. It is concerned with the dialogue that arises from the intentional or unintentional suppression of knowledge in maps. It is based on a theory of cartographic silence. My reading of the map is not a technical one (this already has a voluminous literature) but a political one. The aim in this paper is to probe those silences which arise from deliberate policies of secrecy and censorship and to examine the more indeterminate silences rooted in often hidden procedures or rules. These rules, it can be argued, are a sort of subconscious mentalité that mediates the knowledge contained in maps in order to maintain the political status quo and the power of the state. Although much of what is said here applies to all periods, including the present, the focus is on early modern Europe. Maps from the sixteenth century onwards offer particularly clear opportunities for the exploration of a new perspective on the changing and reciprocal relationships between the rise of the nation state and the expansion of cartography. The establishment of stability and durability, the primary tasks of each and every nation state, in early modern Europe as at other times, provides the background to this essay. In outlining, first, the theoretical framework, it will be argued that cartography was primarily a form of political discourse concerned with the acquisition and maintenance of power. Examples drawn from the maps themselves will then be used in support of this argument.

Theories about silences in maps

Mapping in the nation-states of early modern Europe offers examples of many types of cartographic silence. As in the history of cartography as a whole it would be possible to construct a broader typology of silences. Silences are contributed by many agents in the map-making process, through the stages of data gathering to those of compilation, editing, drafting, printing, and publication. In assessing silences we must be aware not only of the geographical limits to knowledge but also of the technological constraints to representation, and of the silences in the historical record owing to the destruction of evidence. In the present essay, however, I am not concerned with those silences which arise from geographical ignorance, lack of data, error, the limitations of scale, deliberate design or other aspects of specification and technical limitation. I am dealing here with political silences. An adequate theory concerning
the political silences in maps is thus central both to my interpretation of the nature of state cartography and to the ways in which maps were used to maintain and legitimise state power. My theoretical position is derived from two directions. The first concerns a philosophical and, more particularly, a phenomenological, understanding of silences. The second concerns the sociology of power and the idea that knowledge is power.

From the philosophers we learn that silence is a phenomenon 'encountered in every segment of human experience in which utterance takes place.' We learn, too, that utterance is defined as 'any performance employing systematically related signs, sounds, gestures, or marks having recognizable meanings to express thoughts, feelings, states of affairs' and that the 'deployment of any sort of language is counted . . . as an utterance.' This means that although most obvious are the silences which occur in speech and music, they also occur in non-performing arts such as painting and sculpture. In this way, the concept of silences is also applicable to maps. To ignore or downgrade these silences—as both the history of cartography and cartography have done—is to close up an important avenue of historical exploration, one in which maps can be seen to engage both the imagination and the social preconceptions of their readers.

Thus we learn that that which is absent from maps is as much a proper field for enquiry as that which is present. A second insight derived from the philosophical direction is that silences should be regarded as positive statements and not as merely passive gaps in the flow of language. So, allowing for those gaps on the map which make the pattern of lines and points a comprehensible image, we should be prepared to regard silences on maps as something more than the mere absence of something else. I am deliberately insisting on the term 'silences' in the context of maps, rather than the somewhat negative 'blank spaces' of the older literature, for the reason that silence should be seen as an 'active human performance.' Silence can reveal as much as it conceals and from acting as independent and intentional statements, silences on maps may sometimes become the determinate part of the cartographic message. So, just as in verbal communication the silence is more than the mere correlate of what is sounded, in the case of a map the silence is not merely the opposite of what is depicted. The white spaces which abound on the maps of early modern Europe, for example, cannot be explained simply by positing 'fact' against 'no fact'. Silence and utterance are not alternatives but constituent parts of map language, each necessary for the understanding of the other. A cartographic interpretation of silences on a map departs, then, from the premise that silence elucidates and is likely to be as culturally specific as any other aspect of the map's language.

My second insight comes from sociology. This helps us gain an historical understanding of cartographic silence. It involves seeing cartography as a form of knowledge and that knowledge as discourse. In this light, maps are interpreted as socially constructed perspectives on the world, rather than as the 'neutral' or 'value free' representations that, some historians insist, define the rise of state cartography in early modern Europe. This myth of a measurement-based 'objectivity' in maps has yet to be stripped away: the application of the sociological concept of 'power-knowledge' to the history of cartography is another step in that process.

From the sociological literature on the nature of knowledge, I have drawn in this essay on the ideas of Michel Foucault to help interpret the categories of cartographic silence—the intentional and the unintentional—identified below. Two sets of ideas in particular seem of direct relevance: the idea of power-knowledge (pouvoir savoir) and the concept of an épistéme.

1. Foucault constantly stresses the relationship between power and knowledge. For him, this serves to frame the instances of deliberate secrecy and censorship. He writes that:

'We should admit . . . that power produces knowledge (and not simply by encouraging it because it serves power or by applying it because it is useful); that power and knowledge directly imply one another; that there is no power relation without the correlative constitution of a field of knowledge, nor any knowledge that does not presuppose and constitute at the same time power relations.'

While the universality of these assertions may be rejected, it is easier to accept the implication that the map was an instrument of power and that much of the instrumentality of maps in early modern Europe was concerned with power in one form or another. Foucault seems to have accepted the map as a tool of state measurement, enquiry, examination and coercion.
his view, cartographers provide the state with a mass of information which the state, from its strategic position, is able to exploit. Moreover, the state was also frequently able to impose its own rules upon this cartographic knowledge, giving rise to the silences that are induced by those occasions of deliberate secrecy and censorship that recur so often in the history of European state mapping. Elsewhere, Foucault goes on to note that the production of discourse in every society ‘is at once controlled, selected, organised and redistributed according to a certain number of procedures.’ In the case of cartography, these procedures involved external controls, internal rules, and the regulation of access to knowledge. Thus a state gains power over knowledge.

2. The second set of Foucault’s ideas, the episteme, helps us interrogate the unintentional silences on maps (the residual ‘blank spaces’ of the older cartographic literature). As already noted, these silences are ‘active performances’ in terms of their social and political impact and their effects on consciousness. They are, moreover, a feature of all discourse, part of the cultural codes which underlie all forms of knowledge and which structure ‘its language, its perceptual schemata, its exchanges, its techniques, its values, the hierarchy of its practices.’

As far as early European maps are concerned, we find that these silences are best understood in terms of ‘historical a priori’ which ‘in a given period, delimits . . . the totality of experience of a field of knowledge.’ These historical a priori form what Foucault once termed an episteme: like all other knowledge, cartographic knowledge is similarly delimited, so that while some information is included on the maps, other aspects of life and landscape are excluded according to the episteme.

Thus equipped with these philosophical and sociological insights into the meanings communicated by the ‘blank spaces’ on maps, it seems to me we are in a better position to attempt to unearth the history of those meanings. We may be better equipped, too, to unravel those systems of ‘non-formal’ knowledge that suffused everyday cartographic practice in early modern Europe, as it does still.

**Secrecy and censorship: The intentional silences in maps**

By the sixteenth century literary censorship of various kinds was a common aspect of European culture as the emergent nations struggled as much for self-definition as for physical territory. It will be shown here how the production of cartographic knowledge was similarly controlled, selected, organized, and redistributed according to definite procedures. Even in many ancient and traditional societies maps were frequently regarded as privileged knowledge, with access given only to those authorized by the state or its ruler. By the early modern period, cartographic secrecy (maintained by what may be defined as rules of exclusion and prohibition) was clearly widespread and the ‘official’ cartography of this period furnishes a classic case of ‘power-knowledge’. At the very time maps were being transformed by mathematical techniques, they were also being appropriated as an intellectual weapon of the state system. If their study had become, by the end of the sixteenth century, the ‘science of princes,’ it was because maps were by then recognized as a visual language communicating proprietorial or territorial rights in both practical and symbolic senses. In cartographic terms, however, the exercise of such power could be negative and restrictive. The map image itself was becoming increasingly subject to concealment, censorship, sometimes to abstraction or falsification. It is these deliberate manipulations, willed by individuals, groups, or institutions, that give rise to our category of intentional silences.

Of course, we have to reconcile, map by map, the study of these intended cartographic silences with the complexity of different historical events. The immediate circumstances which led princes, both secular and ecclesiastical, and their advisors, to control cartography by means of censorship and secrecy spanned a wide range of their vital interests. These could be military, commercial, or religious. So, for example, on Jesuit Matteo Ricci’s world map published at Peking in 1602, the sacred places of Christianity are suitably annotated while those of Islam appear without comment, the reason for Ricci’s silence being that he knew ‘the Chinese would be unlikely to be drawn to the religion he was preaching if they knew that deep fissures of belief existed in the Western world from which that religion came.’ Reflecting different ways of
sharing power within nation states in sixteenth and seventeenth century Europe, the manner in
which control over maps and their content was effected also varied. In some states, control
centered on the crown and a group of close advisors. In other cases, it was delegated to a
bureaucratic institution. In either case, the effects were complex, even paradoxical, while
elsewhere policies of secrecy were inconsistently applied. On the maps of sixteenth- and
seventeenth-century Europe these aspects of national secrecy are manifested in various ways.
Here we shall consider just two ways; first, examples of strategic secrecy; and second, cases of
commercial secrecy.

(i) Strategic secrecy

Some of the most clear-cut cases of an increasing state concern with the control and
restriction of map knowledge are associated with military or strategic considerations. In
Europe in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries hardly a year passed without some war being
fought. Maps were an object of military intelligence; statesmen and princes collected maps to
plan, or, later, to commemorate battles; military textbooks advocated the use of maps.
Strategic reasons for keeping map knowledge a secret included the need for confidentiality
about the offensive and defensive operations of state armies, the wish to disguise the thrust of
external colonization, and the need to stifle opposition within domestic populations when
developing administrative and judicial systems as well as the more obvious need to conceal
detailed knowledge about fortifications.31

But besides these understandable and practical bases for military secrecy, an increasing
number of states adopted a more custodial attitude towards maps of their cities and territories
in general independent of such strategic considerations. The Dutch merchant Isaac Massa, for
example, who was living in Muscovy in the late-sixteenth century, found it difficult to obtain
maps of both Moscow and the Siberian territory only because it would have been a capital
offence to supply him with such maps.32 In the same century, the Bol'shoy Chertyozh map (which
shows the whole of the Muscovite state) seems to have been drafted in only one copy and to
have remained wholly unknown to western European map-makers.33 Similar policies have
been common throughout Europe and can be found, for example, in Prussia in the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries;34 in late-sixteenth century Italy (map of the Kingdom of Naples),35
in sixteenth-century Spain (the ‘Escorial atlas’);36 in seventeenth-century Switzerland (Hans
Conrad Gyger’s map of the Canton of Zurich).37 Herein lies one of the paradoxes of map
history. Just as the printing press was facilitating the much wider dissemination of survey data,
and just as regional topographical maps were being made for the first time, so, some states and
their princes were determinedly keeping their maps secret through prohibiting their
publication.

Why did some states insist upon cartographic secrecy while others allowed the publication of
their earliest national surveys? One reason, it may be suggested, is that strong monarchies may
have perceived less need for secrecy than did the weak and threatened. Certainly, in strongly-
centralised Elizabethan England, surviving documents imply few doubts about the wisdom of
publishing Saxton’s survey.38 From the 1570s Saxton’s maps were seen by statesmen such as
Burghley as an aid to national administration and defence although a few may have taken a
different view.39 Of seventeenth-century France, too, it has been observed how ‘maps seem to
have functioned in untroubled support of a strongly centralized monarchical regime.’40 But such
an argument fails to explain all. On the contrary, some of these maps became double-edged
weapons. Once generally available, they were used to support other sides in political power
struggles. In England, for example, Saxton’s maps did not (as had been intended) serve solely
to strengthen the power of the monarchy. Once published and in circulation, they would surely
also have been a contributory factor in the growth of the strong sense of provincial identity and
independence which was so successfully articulated against the crown in the Civil War.41
Likewise, it has been remarked that in the Low Countries the widespread use of maps went
hand-in-hand with the nascent bourgeois republicanism of the seventeenth century.42 With
such complex, and sometimes contradictory, aspects in mind we can perhaps begin to glimpse
how, for the cautious monarchy determined to preserve its power, map secrecy came to be regarded as a prudent policy of good government.

(ii) Commercial Secrecy

The rise of map secrecy in early modern Europe was also associated with a second theatre of geographical activity—that of commerce and the rise of monopoly capitalism. In a period when the foundations of the European world economy and its overseas empires were being laid, absolute monarchs were often also ‘merchant kings,’ pursuing economic objectives through the trade monopolies opened up by their navigations. As in the case of the nation state, the essence of empire is control. For such commercial monopolies to survive and for the policies of mare clausum to be implemented, there had to be a monopoly of the knowledge which enabled the new lands and the routes to and from them to be mapped. Arguably, the process of monopolization of map knowledge paralleled the secreting and use of craft mysteries in the control of medieval guilds.

The mechanism by which vital cartographic information from nascent overseas empires was censored, regulated and secreted varied considerably. In some countries, it was an ad hoc process linked to individual voyages. This seems to have been the case in England where contemporary writers on the navigations were aware of the practice of censorship and knew that new knowledge was controlled in a few powerful hands, those of the sovereign, an inner circle of ministers, or the principal merchants and navigators involved with a venture. For example, the sketch maps and drawings brought back by Drake’s voyage round the world (1577–80) became secret documents. Drake had been given express orders that ‘none shall make any charts or descriptions of the said voyage,’ a prohibition of publication that was to remain in force until 1588. (Fig. 1)

Much more elaborate were the bureaucratic systems set up by the crowns of both Portugal and Spain to regulate the overseas trade and the knowledge on which it depended. Maps quickly became key documents in the launching of the Luso-Hispanic empires. While both the extent to which the Portuguese policy of secrecy actually existed and its effectiveness have been the subject of heated debate, the evidence does suggest the length to which a self-interested and powerful monarchy might go to control and suppress sensitive maps. For instance, the penalty for pilots giving or selling charts to foreigners was to be death. Measures were taken, late in the fifteenth century, by John II of Portugal (1481–1495) to exclude foreigners, especially Genoese and Florentines, from all Portuguese territory, while the Cortes of 1481, in relation to the West African navigation, is said to have

‘demanded severe measures for maintaining the secret of the discovered lands. The documents were sequestered; to record new lands on the maps was forbidden; the nautical works became secret books; prohibitory tales were spread; and the navigators forced to keep the oath of silence.

By the beginning of the sixteenth century, Portuguese controls on cartographic knowledge had been further tightened by the establishment of a ‘hydrographical repository’ within the ‘Storehouse of Guinea and the Indies’ (Armazém da Guiné e Índias). This clearly exercised censorship functions. A royal charter of 13 November 1504 prohibited the making of globes and forbade nautical charts to depict the West Africa coast beyond the river Congo. Charts not complying with this provision were required to be taken to an officer of the hydrographical repository to be cleansed of such details. Moreover, such an organization made it possible to insist that nautical charts issued before a voyage were handed back on its completion while the duty of another official was to screen intended recipients lest there might be objections to their handling of charts. Contemporaries alleged the deliberate falsification of charts: it is easy to see how it could have come about in both Portugal and Spain.

The objectives of state control of overseas cartographic knowledge and the regulating mechanisms in Spain were much the same as in Portugal. The Castilian court had set up a special institution in the first decade of the sixteenth century called the Casa de Contratación (colonial office in control of shipping, commerce and finance, probably based on the Portuguese model), to oversee exploration and to house, in secrecy, documents of discovery. By
Fig. 1  Part of the world map by Nicola van Sype, showing Drake’s circumnavigation and engraved and published at Antwerp, ca. 1583, was probably an unauthorised copy, made from a secret English original and smuggled out of the country. By courtesy of the British Library (Maps C2.a.7).

1508 a special geographical and cosmographical department had been created within the Casa. It was here that a master world map, the Padrón Real, was kept up-to-date by trained cartographers. The Casa’s many provisions included the instructions that

‘Pilots were not to be permitted to make use of any other maps than this, and they were directed, upon finding new islands or lands, new ports or bays, or any other thing—currents or tides, headland or mountains—which might serve the purpose of subsequent identification of localities, to enter the same in the copy of the Padrón Real which they carried, reporting all entries made on return, but nothing should be inserted that was not properly attested and sworn to.’

The situation in both Portugal and Spain early in the sixteenth century suggest that the rulers of the nation states of Europe, together with their rising bourgeois merchant classes, were not slow in discovering the value of centralized control in trying to ensure the confidentiality of geographical knowledge about the New World. Rivals of Portugal and Spain copied their navigational institutions. The hydrographic office established at Amsterdam, after the organization of the Dutch merchant companies into the United East India Company in 1602, paralleled the Casa da Contratación in a number of ways, including the institutionalization of a secret cartography. Each chartmaker in the Dutch East India Company

‘was . . . obliged to ensure that the logs from arriving vessels were delivered in good order, and did not fall into the wrong hands. He had to file them in a special room in East India House and had also to keep proper records.
Every six months he had to account for all the improvements he had made in the charts and rutters. The chart-maker was sworn not to disclose any information about his activities to persons not in the employ of the company. He was not allowed to publish, directly or indirectly, any of the company's material without the company's knowledge and comment, and every newly appointed chart-maker had to swear before the mayor of Amsterdam that he would obey these instructions.58

The Dutch East Company had become, in effect, the state's surrogate organ, acting as a ministry with particular responsibility for the eastern colonies. Its map policy was especially cautious when the handing out of charts of newly-explored regions was in question. The practice was to supply pilots with these in manuscript and as required, and to check their return at the end of a voyage. Company officials, such as Plancius and, later, Blaeu, were expected to exercise tight control, even to the point of censoring maps intended for publication. Consequently, maps associated with important voyages, such as those of Tasman to Australia, were effectively being kept secret. (Fig. 2).59

Nor were the Dutch monopoly companies alone in adopting such restrictive cartographic practices. In seventeenth-century England, after the Restoration, as trading companies became increasingly monopolistic in structure so they also tended to act as a brake on map publication, if not map-making itself.60 Once the Hudson's Bay Company (founded in 1670) had acquired its territorial monopoly, its substantial archive—including all the maps—remained all but closed until the late-eighteenth century because of the Company's restrictive policies.61 These policies meant in practice that the Company 'did not allow details of the geographic pattern of riverways, lakes, and the terrain to become known' for the simple reason that 'such geographic data were considered crucial to the formulation and operation of its trading policies, and thus were commercial secrets.'62 Particularly interesting is the way the English parliament reacted when faced with these policies. Even when opportunities presented

Fig. 2 Tierra del Fuego on two states of Blaeu's Nova Orbis Terra (left 1606/1617; right after 1618). Knowledge, available in 1617, on the Straits of Magellan from le Maire's voyage was censored for commercial reasons until after 1618 (see Tony Campbell in reference 59). By courtesy of the British Library (Maps 920 (262) and Maps 1883.1(1)).
themselves to legislate against these practices it was unable to assert itself as the disinterested patron of a 'scientific' knowledge expressed through geographical maps.63

Thus the forces impinging upon the cartography of early modern Europe were much more complex than the initially simple notion of power-knowledge allows for. A number of characteristics can be observed. For instance, while it can be claimed that secrecy has been endemic in the history of maps and map-making as well as in the activities of monopoly capitalism, there has been nothing neat or predictable in the timing or the geographical pattern of its imposition. We find that some periods are characterized by 'high security' while in others this has been allowed to slip. When the world limits of the Spanish and Portuguese empires were being demarcated, between about 1515 and 1529, control over secrecy was rigorously enforced but later in the century laxity crept in. (Fig. 3). Another point is the way state policies have been inconsistent. Despite Spain's usual preoccupation with secrecy and control, cartographic caution was thrown to the winds when Charles V of Spain wished to impress foreign crowns with propaganda maps showing the territorial extent of Spanish influence.64 Nor were the manipulations of one state always meekly accepted by its rivals. These sought to obtain maps as much by espionage,65 theft and piracy as by direct observation and their own survey. So, Walter Raleigh's collection of New World maps, which had come mainly from Spanish sources, included 'a secret mappe of those partes made in Mexico ... for the King of Spaine.'66 Moreover, the strictest policies of cartographic secrecy could be undermined by the ease with which cosmographers and pilots, taking with them their specialist cartographic knowledge, entered the service of rival crowns. There are well-known cases of Portuguese pilots being lured

Fig. 3 Brazil on the Cantino Chart, 1502. Anxiety about the Italian spice trade led the Duke of Ferrara to obtain by bribery this map of the 'islands recently discovered in the ... Indies' from a Portuguese original in Lisbon, from H. Harrisse's facsimile in Recueil de voyages et de documents pour servir à L'Histoire de la Géographie No 3 Les Corte-Real et leurs voyages au Nouveau-Monde. (Paris 1888). By courtesy of the British Library (Maps 7.e.8).
into the more lucrative service of Spain, France or England while cartographers such as Cabot, Ribeiro, and Rotz are known to have been the agents by which once confidential maps were given wider currency. Even the Padrón of Spanish navigation did not remain secret for ever and its contents were eventually published. Finally, and yet more remarkable, perhaps, were the occasions when ideological conflicts about secrecy emerged in the very institutions set up to enforce it. It has been shown, for example, how there was a protracted debate and even litigation within the Casa da Contratación over the role of patriotism in scientific argument and the role of secrecy in the growth of knowledge. In view of all this, we have to conclude that access to knowledge must be regarded as one of the more complex socio-legal dimensions that structured the development of cartography in early modern Europe.

Epistemological or unintentional silences on maps

A second category of silence on maps is the unintentional silence. This is a silence that does not seem to have been ‘explicitly commanded’ by the cartographic patrons of early modern Europe yet that was nonetheless instrumental in the diffusion of state power. What commanded the unintentional silence was ‘the play of rules which determines within a culture the appearance and disappearance of statements on maps. So our concern here is with the absence or presence of categories of cartographic detail that cannot be explained by reference to either secrecy or technical factors but by ‘historical rules’ that are not merely theoretical but observable in forms which varied according to the particular ‘social, economic, geographic or linguistic zone’ within which a map originated. These ‘rules’ help to fashion two sets of discourse, the scientific, and the political-social, whose function is to structure the framework within which cartographic knowledge is created.

(i) The scientific discourse in maps

Already in the Renaissance, two ‘scientific’ characteristics, the ‘universal science of measurement and order’ and the principle of classification or ordered tabulation, were important underpinnings of map content. From then on, increasingly precise instruments of survey and techniques of mapping contributed to the ‘science of measurement’ while the way in which cartographic signs were classified and ordered (i.e. set out in tabulated characteristic sheets) points to the adoption of the principle of classification. As scientific progress and increasing technical accuracy marched ahead, few doubts were expressed. State cartography was thus, in the sixteenth century, well on the way to becoming a scientific and technological discourse. Contained within it was the unwritten assumption of an objective world in which the new techniques, being repeatable and transmissible, were always able to be successful in measuring or describing accurately. Today, many historians still accept this model of scientific progress as the standard interpretation of the rise of state cartography. Yet of equal interest are the silences on those allegedly ‘objective’ products of state mapping. My contention is that while measurement and classification may have fostered objectivity within the terms of reference of the cultural episteme, in other respects the maps still remain a subjective perspective on the world of that culture. Standardization, with its Euclidian emphasis on space as uniform and continuous, generates the silences of uniformity. For instance, in many of the topographical atlases of early modern Europe, especially those of the seventeenth century, but even in Mercator’s and Saxton’s, much of the character and individuality of local places is absent from the map. Behind the façade of a few standard signs on these atlases, the outline of one town looks much the same as that of the next; the villages are more nearly identical and are arranged in a neat taxonomic hierarchy; woodland is aggregated into a few types; even rivers and streams become reduced into a mere token of reality; objects outside the surveyor’s classification of ‘reality’ are excluded. The epistemological force of scientific procedures was, moreover, intensified by their further standardization through map printing—the innovation which saw the start of ‘the technologizing of the map’—so that the map images acquire a tidiness and inevitability lacking in the manuscript age. The net result was that the cartographic landscapes of Europe became more generalized, more abstract, and less differentiated in the mode of their representation. Their silences are those of the unique.
It is generally accepted that mapping is an activity designed to promote state efficiency and that with good maps the writ of centralized power can be made to run more uniformly over a country as a whole. But we need to ask ‘Why was it that it had to be scientific mapping that made this task easier?’ If we leave aside all the logistical arguments that have been marshalled in favour of maps—and clearly they persuaded a considerable investment by the rulers of early modern Europe—then there is another side to the explanation: the silences in maps act to legitimize and neutralize arbitrary actions in the consciousness of their originators. In other words, the lack of qualitative differentiation in maps structured by the scientific episteme serves to dehumanise the landscape. Such maps convey knowledge where the subject is kept at bay. Space becomes more important than place: if places look alike they can be treated alike. Thus, with the progress of scientific mapping, space became all too easily a socially-empty commodity, a geometrical landscape of cold, non-human facts.

(ii) The political and social discourse in maps

But not all is explained in this way. The paradox is that the socially-empty spaces on the map were not without social consequences. Yet other threads weave through map imagery. In particular, there are those of political consciousness, mediated through patronage, and those of religious values or of social or ethnic attitudes. With the help of these epistemological insights, we can listen to the other silences in our maps.

Political discourse is grounded in an assumption of the legitimacy of an existing political status quo and its values. Its utterances through maps as elsewhere, are intended, consciously or unconsciously, to prolong, to preserve and to develop the ‘truths’ and achievements initiated by the founding fathers of that political system or modified by their successors. However, it can be argued that this cognitive infrastructure itself determines the nature of the technical specification of maps and provides the rules of what is included and excluded on a map. It can also be suggested that political discourse is responsible for differential emphases, through selection and generalisation, which privilege some aspects of ‘reality’ while others are silenced. Individual cartographers would not have been in the position to control or balance these nuances, even had they been aware of them.

Examples of many different sorts of political and social silences can be found on maps from the early modern period. One category is the toponymic silence. Conquering states impose a silence on minority or subject populations through their manipulation of place-names. Whole strata of ethnic identity are swept from the map in what amount to acts of cultural genocide. While such manipulations are, at one level, the result of deliberate censorship or policies of acculturation, at another—the epistemological—level, they also can be seen as representing the unconscious rejection of these ‘other’ people by those belonging to the politically more powerful groups.

A similar reading can be made of the silences found in the keys to cartographic signs included on some maps in nearly modern Europe. On Mercator’s map of Europe dated 1554, for example, the map-maker chose to identify four ecclesiastical ranks—the Vatican (Pontifex Romanus), the patriarchal sees (patriarchales), the archiepiscopal sees (archiepiscopales), and bishoprics (episcopales)—while remaining silent about the four or five ranks of secular status also differentiated and shown on the maps. By implication, the political power acknowledged here is the ecclesiastical one; small settlements (villages) at the bottom of the ecclesiastical hierarchy are of no consequence. Silence thus becomes an ‘active performance’ giving affirmative support to the political status quo.

In yet another group of examples, we can detect how maps were implicated in a discourse of promise—their silences reciprocating eschatological dimensions in the sacred books of particular sects or religions. Thus, in the depiction of the Holy Land inspired by Luther and Calvin, in which a geographia sacra was combined with geographical realism (the latter reflecting the scientific discourse in maps), it is events of the Old Testament and the Protestant message of ‘Salvation History,’ epitomised by the Exodus route, which are emphasized. Left silent are the history and sites of New Testament lore which feature so prominently in the mappaemundi of the Catholic Middle Ages.
The content and publication of maps may thus be structured by the religious schisms and ideological battles of early modern Europe. The publication of books of town plans of Italy, for example, may have been inhibited in some areas by the aversion of Calvinists to representations of Catholic Rome. Similarly, it may be significant that the ecclesiastic rank of settlements is indicated more frequently on maps south of the Alps (or on the maps of cartographers from countries in which the Roman Catholic Church remained in power, such as Italy, Spain and France) than in the Protestant regions to the north. In contrast, maps containing information about the different sects and adherences of European Christians were more common north of the Alps, where they reflected the religious turmoil of the Reformation, about which maps from the Catholic heartlands of Italy, France and Spain remained silent.\textsuperscript{85} Sectarian splits are sometimes discernible in maps whose authors were hotly partisan to one doctrine, for instance through the map's silence about the churches and settlements of the other.\textsuperscript{86} (Fig. 4). On yet other maps, including portolan charts, lands which the Ottomans had conquered were shown as if still in Christian hands, while Jerusalem was often depicted as Christian on some of the maps of the Middle Ages long after its fall to Islam.\textsuperscript{87}

Fig. 4  Part of John Norden's Surrey, 1594. It has been argued that Norden being anti-Catholic, omitted 'Bishop's Sees' from his map. The only one of his maps to show them, Middlesex, 1593, marks by a star rather than a Papists' cross). 'Chappels' (chaplais-of-ease) make their appearance, reflecting Norden's attention to ecclesiastical detail. \textit{By courtesy of the British Library (Maps C7c5 (4)).}
The first problem encountered in attempting to integrate the silences in European maps that might have arisen from contemporary perceptions of class or race is the tendency to assume that these perceptions would have been identical amongst all Europeans and throughout the sixteenth or seventeenth century. Even so, it is reasonable to suggest that there was a common conceptual base to European society of the time. For instance, social status and the nature of men's occupation were matters of deep concern both in feudal central Europe and amongst the rising middle ranks or *grande bourgeoisie* of other states which would have influenced map knowledge. Witness the careful ranking of the costumed figures that so often compose the marginal decoration of late-sixteenth and seventeenth century maps such as those of Speed and Blaeu, for instance. While those social distinctions are easily discerned, others may be more subliminal. But the same sort of social taxonomy seems to have underlain the silence in European cartography about the majority social class. For map makers, their patrons, and their readers, the underclass did not exist and had no geography, still less was it composed of individuals. Instead, what we see singled out on these maps are people privileged by the right to wear a crown or a mitre or to bear a coat of arms or a crozier. The peasantry, the landless labourers, or the urban poor had no place in the social hierarchy and, equally, as a cartographically disenfranchised group, they had no right to representation on the map. Credentials of social status which gave an individual the right to hold land, also conferred the right to appropriate the most prominent signs in the map-maker's repertoire. The largest (and most eye-catching) pictorial signs on the map turn out to be those associated with feudal, military, legal or ecclesiastical status. A peasant village, lacking strong overlordship or church patronage, recedes into the near-silence of an abstract dot or sign. Moreover, these Europe notions of status were carried into the New World. They are discernible on, in particular, maps of regions where the European culture encountered the Indian culture. They are found, for instance, on maps showing the early English settlement of Virginia. Here the distinction between Indians of the 'better sort' and the common Indian people, frequently made by contemporary writers, is conveyed (as on European maps) by representations of individuals from the privileged upper stratum of Indian society—a Powhatan, Pocahontas or Susquehanna chief, for example—while the ordinary men and women are shown massed anonymously at their feet and, by implication, at their command. Likewise, European hierarchies are found in the settlement signs of maps of the New World. For the two hundred or so Indian settlements that are depicted on John Smith's map of Virginia (1612), a careful distinction is made between 'Kings Houses' (drawn with a visually prominent sign), and 'ordinary Houses' (marked by a relatively insignificant sign), and chief Powhatan's settlement (given the largest sign of all).

Another type of silence found on maps of the New World arises from the tendency to obliterate the uniqueness of the American landscape in favour of a stereotype, a tendency that is more difficult to explain. It could be, of course, simply the result of a lack of information. Faced with empty spaces on the sketches and drafts they were given as models, European engravers would have filled these with the only landscape conventions familiar to them. Alternatively, the stereotype of the American landscape can be seen as a deliberate act of colonial promotion, designed to make the new lands more attractive to settlers or to tempt proprietors and potential investors. But we may also seek explanations of these silences in another direction, at the structural level of Foucault's *epistemes*. Thus, they would be manifestations of yet another way European scientific values were reflected in Renaissance cartography through, especially, measurement and simple landscape classification. So, we could be witnessing here, once again, the unconscious transposition into American geography of European values and preferences, this time in relation to the landscape. Maps such as those of John Smith ('Lord Baltimore's Map,' 1635) or William Wood ('The South Part of New England,' 1634), seem to show us an already-tamed wilderness, one that has been rendered more acceptable to English eyes. (Fig. 5). There may be a parallel here to the way Theodore de Bry and his assistants transformed John White's paintings of Indians in the Roanoke Colony. We have been told how de Bry 'retained White's meticulous attention to detail in dress, hair style, and body decoration, but changed the faces, postures, and bodies of the Indians in dramatic ways'
Fig. 5 Captain John Smith's map of Virginia. William Hole's engraving constructs a landscape with hills, rivers, woods and settlements recognisable to eyes familiar with the English county maps of the period. With the royal coat of arms inserted as an emblem of colonial possession beneath the title scroll we see the beginning of a cartographic discourse which ends with maps silent about Indian rights to the territory. The 1625 edition is shown here. By courtesy of the British Library (Maps 75005(9)).
and how their ‘faces were sweetened, softened, and Europeanized’ so that, with their ‘new high foreheads, puckered mouths and ringleted hair they resemble the classical figures in the German engraving tradition’. So, too, it seems to have been with the landscape in some of the earliest and most influential printed maps of the regions of North America. In essence, these maps depict a European landscape in European engraving style but far from being actual portraits of America, they really show landscapes whose advent Europe desired and they remain silent about the true America. This sort of cartographic silence becomes an affirmative ideological act. It serves to prepare the way for European settlement. Potential settlers see, on the map, few obstacles that are insurmountable. Least of all does the map reflect the presence of indigenous peoples and their imprint on the land: ‘It is as if America were a stage tableau, with the arrival of Europeans as the raising of the curtain and the beginning of action.’ In short, such maps are ethnocentric images, and part of the apparatus of cultural colonialism. It is not only that they offer a promise of free and apparently virgin land—an empty space for Europeans to partition and fill—but that the image offered is of a landscape in which the Indian is silent or is relegated, by means of the map’s marginal decoration, to the status of a naked cannibal. Through these silences, the map becomes a license for the appropriation of the territory depicted. It is yet another means by which to insist upon the inherent superiority of European technologies and European ways of life.

**Conclusions**

This essay was designed to illustrate the potential for a history of maps of ideas derived from outside our subject. It has been primarily a theoretical exploration. It should be made clear, however, that neither concepts such as that of power-knowledge nor that of the episteme can offer ‘provable’ generalizations which can be neatly plugged into the ‘facts’ for this or that map culture. My argument stems from a humanistic standpoint, that it is the role of theory to reveal the complexity of the world rather than to reduce it to the simpler models of the social scientist. Thus, our first conclusion is that, while initially simple and familiar, the notions of power-knowledge and of cartography as a discourse of power with social effects are immensely complex once we start to relate them to specific historical contexts. Faced with a particular map, it is often hard to tell from the historical context whether its silences are the result of deliberate acts of censorship, unintentional epistemological silence, or a mixture of both, or perhaps merely a function of the slowness with which cartographers revised their maps to accord with the realities of the world. The relationships between maps and power, and between maps and other forms of knowledge, were constantly changing. The contribution of cartography in the maintenance of authority throughout the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries was never a constant factor. The complexities were recognized by Helgerson who pointed out that maps could never be ideologically neutral, whatever their use or the consequences of their use and that they could never be ‘mere tools’ whether of monarchic centralism or any other organization of power. They inevitably entered, he said, ‘into systems of relations with other representational practices and, in so doing, altered the meaning and authority of all the others.’ It is this constantly shifting terrain between maps and other forms of power-knowledge which still has to be charted within the history of cartography.

A second conclusion is that we are on much surer ground when it comes to the importance of silences. Assuming the world to be a place where human choice is exercised, the absence of something must be seen to be as worthy of historical investigation as is its presence. So it is with cartography. Recently it has been suggested that ‘the map that is not made . . . warrants as much attention as the map that is made.’ This aphorism can be extended both into the history of map production and into the history of the representational silences in particular maps. We have been able to show, from particular maps, that deliberate acts of censorship and secrecy in the past have indeed resulted in detectable cartographic and historical consequences. But the same is true of the epistemological silences, the ‘unthought’ elements in discourse. These are also affirmative statements, and they also have ideological consequences for the societies in question. Such silences also help in the reproduction, the reinforcement, and the legitimation of cultural and political values. Finding them expressed geographically on maps points to their
universality. There is no such thing as an empty space on a map. Revealed by a careful study of the cartographic unconscious and its social foundations, these hidden agenda have much to offer historians of cartography in coming to an understanding of how maps have been—and still are—a force in society.

The third, and final, conclusion concerns the nature of cartography itself as a form of knowledge. Cartographers may continue to masquerade their products solely in terms of the application of a technical specification—survey instruments, scale, generalization, design, printing, and so forth—but an integral place in the historical interpretation of maps must also be demanded for the cultural choices that were taken for granted in particular societies. Indeed, maps are being read as literary texts rather than as a mechanical replication of technical processes, by an increasing number of scholars. Such an approach has much to commend it, not least as applied to maps of the early modern period. Maps are, in the apt phrase of one cartographer, best viewed as ‘a controlled fiction.’ This textual viewpoint—reading the map as rhetoric—has important implications for alternative ways in which maps can be used to understand the past. The more we think about the universality of secrecy, of censorship and silence in maps, and the more we continue to reflect upon the epistemological codes of map knowledge, the less convinced we become that map knowledge can be regarded as ‘objective’ or ‘value free.’ Maps became part of ‘an increasing repertoire of power techniques’ and it is a major error to conflate the history of maps with the history of measurement. The essential paradox has been missed. As cartography became more ‘objective’ through the state’s patronage, so it was also imprisoned by a different subjectivity, that inherent in its replication of the state’s dominant ideology. The old question of whether particular maps are true or false has not been my concern in this paper. On the contrary, this question has to be downgraded if it is accepted—as I have tried to argue here—that maps are perspectives on the world at the time of their making. My aim in this essay has been to initiate the interrogation of maps as actions rather than as impassive descriptions and to persuade historians of cartography to ask the crucial question ‘What are the “truth effects” of the knowledge that is conveyed in maps, both of its more emphatic utterances, and also of its equally emphatic silences?'
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81. Todorov, Tzvetan, The conquest of America: The question of the other, trans. Richard Howard (New York, 1984) is a revisionist essay with important ideological pointers to the way we view the silences of the New World cartography of the ‘Discoveries’ period.

82. Four styles of cross are used to identify ecclesiastical rank. The smallest category of civil settlement is identified by a plain dot while other settlements are shown by pictorial signs. These are not clearly distinguished but range from small to large.


85. For example, N. Claudianus’ map of Bohemia (1518) may have been prepared for the purpose of showing the distribution and status of Papal and Hussite adherents, since so little topographical information is included; P. de la Beke’s map of Flanders (1538), stronghold of Protestantism, concentrates on categories of religious institutions; C. Radziwill’s map of Lithuania (1613) for its part distinguishes Orthodox from Roman bishops.

86. Suggestive of such a balance of religious conviction is provided by John Norden, the late-sixteenth and early-seventeenth century English map-maker. Norden was anti-Catholic and on only one of his county maps, Middlesex (1593), does he show ‘bishop’s sees’ and then with a curious star-like sign rather than a cross (a papal symbol abhorred by some protestants). On the other hand, his unusual inclusion of chapels of ease on most of his other maps can be attributed to his deep interest in ecclesiastical matters. I owe this example to Catherine Delano Smith.

87. Again further contextual research is needed to establish whether we can regard these silences as an action prophesying the ultimate triumph of Christendom or merely a failure to update old images and texts. On the persistence of an old topography of the Holy Land and its meaning see: Katzir, Yael, ‘The conquests of Jerusalem, 1099 and 1178: historical memory and religious typology,’ in The meeting of two worlds: cultural exchange between East and West during the period of the Crusades, ed. Vladimir P. Goss and Christine Verzar Bornstein (Kalamazoo, Michigan, 1986), 103–131; for the continuing consequences of the mental set of the crusaders in Holy Land cartography, see Nebenzahl, op. cit., passim (note 83).

88. This may have been an indirect expression of the sumptuary laws which regulated how the members of some European social groups should dress. In the case of England and her colonies it has been suggested that the purpose of these laws was ‘that no one would be able to slip over into a status to which he did not belong’: see: Kuppermann, Karen Ordfall, Settling with the Indians. The meeting of English and Indian cultures in America, 1580–1640 (Towata, New Jersey, 1980), 3. For a wider discussion of the social significance of dress codes in early modern Europe see Braudel, Fernand, Civilization and capitalism 15th–18th century, vol. 1. The structures of everyday life: The limits of the possible, trans. Sian Williams (London, 1981), 311–33.

89. Kupperman, op. cit., 2 (n. 88).


91. For a somewhat later example of the deliberate use of maps in this way see Dé Vorsey, Louis Jr., ‘Maps in colonial promotion: James Edward Ogilthorpe’s use of maps in “selling” the Georgia Scheme,’ Image Mundi 38 (1986), 35–45.


94. Ibid., 1.

95. This silence, like others, cannot be regarded as an historical constant. By the nineteenth century it
has been pointed out that even popular maps were showing the location of Indian tribes in the American West and Southwest. This 'probably confirmed in the reader's mind an image of the . . . region' as a place heavily peopled by hostile Indians: The mapping of the American Southwest, ed. Reinhartz, Dennis, and Colley, Charles C., (College Station, Texas, 1987), 67.

96. For a discussion relevant to the depictions of scenes of cannibalism on early manuscript and printed maps of the New World see Kolata, Gina, 'Are the horrors of cannibalism fact—or fiction,' Smithsonian 17, no. 12 (1978): 150–170; for wider implications see also Arens, William, The man-eating myth (New York, 1979).


99. The notion of the 'unthought' (impenèse) is that of Foucault.


101. Helgerson, op. cit., n. 40, is an example of how 'The new historicism' in literary studies has brought maps within its purview as an aspect of representation; it is taken for granted that the map would be read as any other text: I owe this point to Dr. Richard Eversole of the University of Kansas at Lawrence.

102. Muehrcke, Phillip C., Map use. Reading, analysis, and interpretation (Madison, 1978); 103. Foucault, Archaeology, Chapter 6, 'Science and Knowledge,' 178–195 (note 5), refuses to make a distinction between 'science' and 'ideology.' This places him apart from traditional marxism in which 'science' and 'ideology' have always been regarded as separate categories of knowledge. It is this latter position, derived from positivist science, which has established itself within cartography (and the history of cartography), and is reflected, for example, in the assumed major cleavage between 'propaganda maps' and 'truth maps.' For similar conclusions about the artificiality of this divide, taking examples from present-day maps, see Axelsen, Bjorn, and Jones, Michael, 'Are all maps mental maps?' Geojournal 14, no. 4 (1987): 447–64, and (much earlier) Wood, Denis, I don't want to, but I will. The genesis of geographic knowledge: A real-time developmental study of adolescent images of novel environments (Worcester, Mass., 1973), passim.

104. Mann, Michael, op. cit., 524–25 (n. 29). While he does not mention cartography specifically it is clearly part of the infrastructure available to power holders' and is among the social inventions that have crucially increased power capacities.'

105. The notion of 'truth effects' is that of Foucault.
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